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Abstract—This paper proposes a new paradigm of shared spectrum access between cellular wireless communications (CWC)
and radio astronomy systems (RAS). Traditionally, most spectrum chunks are separately allocated to CWC and RAS, with
a few shared spectrum without guaranteed spectrum access for
RAS. Furthermore, RAS sites are generally set up at remote
locations, protected by radio quiet zones. In view of growths
in spectrum demands from both systems, in population, and
in applications and service deployments, the existing paradigm
of geographical and spectral isolation between CWC and RAS
will become inefﬁcient. This paper develops a three phase
spectrum access which enables geographical and spectral coexistence between CWC and RAS. Additionally, trafﬁc statistics
based improved spectrum access is developed. Furthermore,
a built-in ﬁne tuning mechanism is presented for addressing
mismatches between design and practical environments as well as
for facilitating service evolutions. Performance evaluation results
demonstrate advantages of the proposed paradigm.
Index Terms—Spectrum utilization, Spectrum sharing, Cellular wireless, Radio astronomy, Three-phase spectrum access

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spectrum sharing has been viewed as an efﬁcient approach
for enhanced spectrum utilization. The obvious trend is that the
active usage of the radio spectrum will rise substantially across
time, frequency and space, which is much desirable from the
spectrum utilization perspective but it could cause harmful
radio frequency interference (RFI) to passive services such as
radio astronomy and earth exploration remote sensing. These
passive services provide economically and scientiﬁcally important observations of Earth’s environment, our solar system and
the cosmos [1]. Due to their beneﬁts to society, several of the
ITU-R recommendations stipulate for protection of them [2]–
[7]. Thus, it is very crucial to develop new spectrum sharing
paradigms between the active wireless communications and
the passive remote sensing systems that answer the needs of
both types of systems. This paper considers spectrum sharing
scenarios between cellular wireless communications (CWC)
and radio astronomy systems (RASs).
RASs make astronomical observations in all available atmospheric windows ranging from 2 MHz to 1000 GHz and above
[2]. RASs are allocated with some dedicated primary bands
and some secondary bands, but their spectral requirements
continue to increase and some observations in the bands
allocated to the active wireless services are essential for RAS
[1]. In the past, sporadic spectrum use of active services allows
RAS’s observations in the active service bands during the
unused time intervals. But such opportunities will diminish
quickly as new wireless systems with dynamic spectrum access
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proliferate. Furthermore, RFI detection (important task for
RAS [8]–[14]) will become more challenging as commonly
used non-Gaussianity test would become invalid for such
emerging scenarios. To protect from RFI, RAS receivers are
set up at remote locations and a radio quiet zone centered
around each RAS receiver (additionally surrounded by a radio
coordination zone) is imposed by regulation. In view of
growths in population, active wireless services, and need of
more RAS measurements and receivers, the existing approach
of isolation of RAS receivers in remote locations together with
radio protection zones [15], [16] would not be able to answer
the future needs of the society, and new spectrum sharing
strategies are in great need.
In this paper, we develop a new paradigm of spectrum sharing between CWC and RAS based on three-phase spectrum
access which enables geographical and spectral coexistence
between CWC and RAS. We present detailed design aspects,
advanced resource allocation based on CWC’s trafﬁc statistics,
and a built-in ﬁne tuning feature to address design mismatches.
Simulation study illustrates that the proposed approach can
address the needs of CWC and RAS and provide substantially
enhanced spectrum utilization.
II. P ROPOSED S HARED S PECTRUM ACCESS
The proposed shared spectrum access is based on the
new paradigm of geographical coexistence between CWC
and RAS systems with some form of guaranteed RFI-free
spectrum access for RAS systems. We propose the following
novel approaches to enable such coexistence paradigm. Their
detailed design aspects will be described in the next section.
1. Three-Phase Time Division Spectrum Access:
We develop a shared spectrum access strategy based on
the time division approach with three phases. Across time,
each frame contains three phases, namely, CWC only phase,
CWC+RAS phase, and RAS only phase. The three phases are
repeated but the durations of the three phases can be timedependent and different from repetition to repetition. They are
predeﬁned well in advance and known to both CWC and RAS.
During the CWC only phase, CWC transmits but RAS does
not collect its data as it is heavily corrupted by RFI from
CWC. RAS receivers are turned off to protect them from
harmful RFI but auxiliary receivers (whose main purpose is
to collect RFI and exploit it for performance enhancement) of
RAS can do other tasks (e.g., RFI measurement). During the
CWC+RAS phase, each CWC base station (BS) or its users
can transmit during a phase-2 transmit interval (P2TI) which is
BS-dependent and predeﬁned. RAS can do RFI measurement,
interference channel measurement, ﬁne timing synchronization
with CWC BSs, ﬁne tuning of the shared spectrum access
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zone (SSAZ) for future frames, and potentially its own data
collection during RFI-free interval. During the RAS only
phase, there is no CWC transmission within the SSAZ, thus
RAS is free from CWC-induced RFI. RAS conducts reliable
data collection during this phase.
2. Three-Phase Time-Frequency Division Spectrum Access:
When multiple bands are shared, we devise a spectrum access
strategy which follows the same three phase principle in each
band but positions the frames of different bands in a way
to minimize the physical layer latency of CWC. The design
would also depend on the frequency spacing of the shared
bands and the CWC’s out-of-band spectrum characteristics.
3. Adaptive Shared Spectrum Access:
As CWC trafﬁc loads vary across time, we also propose to
enhance the above three phase spectrum access strategies by
using different modes of resource allocation between CWC
and RAS at different hours of each day. Such adaptation modes
and schedules are predeﬁned well in advance based on the
average trafﬁc statistics across time. They can be adjusted over
a larger time scale in response to service evolution of CWC
under fair resource sharing between CWC and RAS.
4. Built-in Fine Tuning for the Shared Spectrum Access:
We propose each RAS site has auxiliary receivers for measuring RFI coming from CWC. There exist some works [17]–
[19] which use auxiliary receivers for RFI detection. But our
approach offers enhanced utilization of the auxiliary receivers
in that the proposed three phase access together with the
auxiliary receivers provides a built-in ﬁne tuning mechanism
for addressing design mismatches of the shared spectrum
access. Details will be discussed in Section IV.
III. D ESIGN S TEPS
A. Shared Spectrum Access Zone (SSAZ)
SSAZ with 1 RAS receiver: An important step in developing the proposed shared spectrum access is to deﬁne
a shared spectrum access zone (SSAZ) within which CWC
and RAS follow the three phase spectrum access while CWC
systems outside SSAZ can access their spectrum freely but
their transmissions do not cause harmful RFI to RAS. For this,
we adopt the interference power level threshold as deﬁned in
ITU-R RA.769-2 as the maximum RFI level the RAS receiver
can tolerate and denote it by Ith . We consider downlink of
CWC with full load to determine the RFI level at RAS.
Suppose the SSAZ is with radius R meters centered at the
RAS receiver, and the CWC hexagon cells, each with radius
r meters, surround the RAS receiver as shown in Fig. 1.
In calculating interference power experienced at RAS, we
approximate√each hexagonal cell by its inscribed circular cell
with radius 3r/2. This yields closer CWC BSs to RAS than
the hexagon case, thus giving an upper bound on the actual
interference power and hence a safer design for RFI protection
of RAS. The ith tier cell ring has√Ki  π(2i − 1) cells with
the same distance di = (2i − 1) 3r/2 between BS and RAS
receiver. Denote the BS of cell j at the ith tier cell ring by
BSi,j . Then, the SSAZ design based on S outer tiers can be
given by
√
R = min{(2i0 − 1) 3r/2},
(1)

 

Fig. 1. Tiers of CWC cell rings around an RAS receiver
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where Pi,j is the effective radiated power of BSi,j , and L(di )
is the propagation path loss at the ith tier. Note that due
to terrain constraints, associated path-loss and antenna downtilting, using a ﬁnite S is justiﬁed. Fig. 1 illustrates the tiers
of CWC hexagon cell rings around an RAS receiver, as well
as the outer tiers (S = 2 for presentation convenience) used in
deﬁning the SSAZ. In this illustration, the SSAZ is composed
of 3 tiers (for presentation convenience) of CWC cells.
SSAZ with M RAS receivers: When there are M RAS
receivers at different locations within a region of a potential
SSAZ, the above design can be modiﬁed as follows. First,
for each RAS receiver, we apply the above design as if
there were only one RAS receiver. For RAS receiver m, we
m
 m within which there are Kin
BSs with
obtain the zone SSAZ
the corresponding BS-to-RAS distances of {di,m }. Then, the
ﬁnal SSAZ(s) is (are) given by the union of all M zones as

{SSAZn } = ∪M
m=1 SSAZm . An illustration of a scenario with
 1 and SSAZ
2
3 RAS receivers is shown in Fig. 2 where SSAZ
 3 stands as SSAZ2 .
are combined into SSAZ1 while SSAZ
Note that there are three groups of cells denoted by different
colors within SSAZ1 due to how their P2TIs are computed
(described in the next section).
B. Location-Dependent Three-Phase Frame Structure
After determining the SSAZ, the next step is to design the
frame structure for the shared spectrum access. We address
the CWC+RAS phase ﬁrst. This phase absorbs propagation
delays of different CWC BSs within the SSAZ so that those
CWC signals do not arrive at the RAS receiver during the RAS
only phase. This imposes a lower limit on the CWC+RAS
phase duration TCWC+RAS . Therefore, we have TCWC+RAS >
κR/(3 × 108 ), where κ > 1, e.g., κ = 2, to accommodate
propagation model mismatches and RFI measurement/testing
during the CWC+RAS phase,
To limit overhead due to the CWC+RAS phase, TCWC +
TRAS should be substantially larger than TCWC+RAS . On the
other hand, if CWC requires minimum physical layer latency
of τPHY , then it requires TCWC+RAS + TRAS < τPHY . Such

 





 









 
 



  

  




Fig. 3. Time-frequency division spectrum access for two shared bands
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Fig. 2. An example scenario with 3 RAS sites and 2 SSAZs

latency constraint can be relaxed if there are other CWConly resources or shared resources to support such QoS. The
resource allocation between TCWC and TRAS could be set
based on a agreed spectrum sharing policy.
We allow CWC BSs/users to transmit during their P2TIs
provided their transmissions do not cause RFI during the

RAS only phase. Let JSSAZ,i
 denote the index set of SSAZs
such that BS i is located within each of them and di,m
 m, m ∈ J
represent the distance of BS i to SSAZ
 .
SSAZ,i
Without loss of generality, we will use OFDM since with a
proper precoding it can also represent a single-carrier system.
Let Tsym represent the OFDM symbol duration including the
cyclic preﬁx interval. Then, we can design P2TI during the
CWC+RAS phase for BS i, denoted by Text,i,m as
Text,i,

TCWC+RAS − di,m /(3 × 108 )
=
min 
 Tsym .
m∈J 
Tsym
SSAZ,i

(2)

The minimization in the above design avoids causing RFI to
RAS when a BS is located within an overlapped region of
two or more individual SSAZs. Note that different BSs in the
same SSAZ have the same durations of the three phases but
their P2TIs can be different depending on their locations.
C. Design for Multiple Shared Bands
The design presented in the previous sections can be extended for multiple shared bands. As an example, we consider
a scenario with two shared bands which are sufﬁciently
separated in frequency such that CWC’s transmission in one
band does not cause RFI to the RAS’s data collection in the
other band. RAS receiver could operate in one of the two bands
or in both bands, and for the latter case, it has capability of
switching between the two bands electronically. Suppose the
two shared bands have the same bandwidth, and CWC uses the
same cell structure and the same OFDM system setting.Then,
the SSAZ and the three phase frame structure will be the
same as in the single shared band. Now, we introduce a frame
time offset between the frames of the two bands such that
the physical layer off duration of CWC is minimized. Fig. 3
illustrates the frame structures for the two shared bands. In
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Fig. 4. Typical average normalized trafﬁc load within a day

this case, with a time offset of half the frame duration, the
physical layer off duration is reduced from TRAS +TCWC+RAS
to max([TRAS + TCWC+RAS − TCWC ]/2, 0).
D. Resource Adaptation based on Trafﬁc Statistics
CWC wireless trafﬁcs show speciﬁc temporal usage characteristics and an example of such statistics within a day
is shown in Fig. 4 [20]. Utilizing such trafﬁc statistics, we
propose to enhance the resource allocation through adaptation
across time. Under the constraint that RAS must have a
minimum resource amount in each frame and the ratio of the
total resource amounts per day between CWC and RAS is
maintained, we optimize the resource allocation across time to
maximize CWC trafﬁc support. Other optimization criteria are
also possible but not considered here due to space limitation.
The frame structure at hour k can be deﬁned by the
three phases with durations TCWC,k , TCWC+RAS , and TRAS,k .
Suppose one subframe duration Tsf is the minimum time unit
that can be allocated among the three phases, and there are
C resource blocks within Tsf . One frame duration Tf has
nf subframes. The numbers of subframes within TCWC,k ,
TCWC+RAS , and TRAS,k are nCWC,k , nCWC+RAS , and nRAS,k
respectively, where nCWC,k + nCWC+RAS + nRAS,k = nf is
the same across all hours. Note that the actual trafﬁc load
ﬂuctuates and hence it can sometimes be much higher than
the average trafﬁc load during the considered hour. Suppose
the CWC system is designed to support a maximum of
nmax,CWC C resource blocks per frame which is α times the
maximum average trafﬁc load, e.g., α = 1.2. First, the average
trafﬁc loads per frame across 24 hours are scaled in units of
resource blocks, e.g., λk arrivals per frame, each requiring a

resource block, during hour k. Then, with λmax = maxk (λk ),
we have nmax,CWC C = αλmax . For illustration, the actual
trafﬁc per frame during hour k is modeled as a Poisson process
with mean λk . Let Fk,n denote the probability that n resource
blocks/frame are requested during hour k. Then, the CWC
throughput per hour for hour k, denoted by ρk (nCWC,k ) or
simply ρk , is deﬁned as
ρk =

∞


Fk,n min (n, nCWC,k C) .

(3)

n=0

Suppose CWC and RAS require a minimum of nmin,CWC
and nmin,RAS subframes respectively in each frame, and the
ratio of resource amounts per day between CWC and RAS
during the CWC only and RAS only phases is γ. Then
our resource allocation problem becomes designing the timedependent frame structure to maximize the average CWC
throughput as
P1 :

{nCWC,k } = arg max

24


{nCWC,k } k=1

s.t. C1 :

24


ρk (nCWC,k ) ,

(4)

nCWCk ≤ NCWC ,

C2 : nmin,CWC ≤ nCWC,k ≤ nmax,CWC ,
where NCWC = 24 (nf − nCWC+RAS ) γ/ (1 + γ) and
nmax,CWC = nf − nCWC+RAS − nmin,RAS .
The problem P1 is a nonlinear integer optimization problem,
which is difﬁcult to solve. Using the Gaussian approximation
of a Poisson distribution, which is accurate for λk ≥ 10, ρk
can be written as


nCWC,k C − λk
√
ρk = nCWC,k C − (nCWC,k C − λk ) Φ
λk



1
λk
2
exp −
−
(nCWC,k C − λk ) ,
(5)
2π
2λk
where Φ (·) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the standard normal distribution. We propose a successive
resource allocation method which converges to the optimal
solution of the integer-relaxed problem of P1.1 Dropping C2,
the Lagrangian function of the optimization problem P1 can
be given by
 24

24


ρk − μ
nCWC,k − NCWC ,
(6)
L=
k=1

where μ is the Lagrange multiplier. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions are



nCWC,k C − λk
∂L
√
=C 1−Φ
− μ = 0, (7)
∂nCWC,k
λk
 24


μ
nCWC,k − NCWC = 0,
(8)
k=1

where μ ≥ 0. From (7), we get
nCWC,l C − λl
nCWC,k C − λk
√
√
=
,
λk
λl
1 The

proof is similar to that of Proposition 2 in [21].

Algorithm 1 Resource Allocation P1
Input: {λk }, C, nmin,CWC , nmax,CWC , NCWC
Initial: J = 1, M = 24, ﬂag = 1
1: Sort {λk } in ascending order
2: while ﬂag do
√

1
NCWC − M
k=J C (λk − λk λJ )
3:
nCWC,J =
 M  λk
k=J

(9)

λJ

for k = J + 1 to M do
√
5:
nCWC,k = λλJk nCWC,J + C1 λk − λk λJ
6:
end for
7:
ﬂag = 0
8:
while nCWC,J < nmin,CWC do
9:
nCWC,J = nmin,CWC
10:
NCWC = NCWC − nmin,CWC
11:
J =J +1
12:
ﬂag = 1
13:
end while
14:
if not ﬂag then
15:
while nCWC,M > nmax,CWC do
16:
nCWC,M = nmax,CWC
17:
NCWC = NCWC − nmax,CWC
18:
M =M −1
19:
ﬂag = 1
20:
end while
21:
end if
22: end while
Output: {nCWC,k }, J, M
4:

k=1

k=1

for k, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 24}. Using (8) and (9), we can solve
the resource allocation problem P1 in a successive manner to
satisfy C2 as illustrated in Algorithm 1. Generally, elements
M
of {nCWC,k }k=J obtained by Algorithm 1 are not integers.
−
Thus,
24 we proceed as follows. First, the quantity Δ = NCWC
M
k=1 nCWC,k  and the set D = { nCWC,k − nCWC,k }k=J
are calculated. Next, we set nCWC,k = nCWC,k  for k =
J, J +1, . . . , M . Then, we distribute Δ over as many elements
M
of {nCWC,k }k=J as possible by 1-unit increase according to
the ascending order of D. Then, {nCWC,k } is ordered according to the original order of {λk } (before sorting). Finally,
nRAS,k = nf − nCWC+RAS − nCWC,k for k = 1, 2, . . . , 24.

IV. B UILT- IN F INE T UNING
RAS requires to have spectrum access without harmful RFI
while CWC desires to have more spectrum access opportunities. The proposed approach facilitates them by means
of the SSAZ and BS-dependent guard time intervals during
the CWC+RAS phase. However, the channel conditions, the
cell structures, and the wireless trafﬁc statistics in practical
environments may be different from those used in the design.
Thus, meeting the system design goal (e.g., avoiding harmful
RFI for RAS) is uncertain. For this critical practical issue,
we propose a ﬁne tuning mechanism which is a built-in
characteristic of the proposed three phase spectrum access.
During the initial deployment stage, the CWC+RAS phase is
designed conservatively to avoid causing RFI to RAS in the
RAS only phase. We also equip each RAS site with auxiliary
receiver(s) which measures RFI from CWC. CWC and RAS
coordinate for automatic ﬁne tuning.

In the ﬁrst phase of ﬁne tuning, we adjust the SSAZ.
Auxiliary receivers of RAS measure RFI from the CWC cells
outside SSAZ during the CWC+RAS phase. If RFI level is
below the acceptable threshold, increasing the SSAZ is not
required. Otherwise, SSAZ should be increased by including
the bordering outside tier of cells. This process is repeated
until the RFI level falls below the acceptable threshold. If
the RFI level is substantially lower than the threshold, we can
remove CWC cells in the bordering inside tier from the SSAZ,
one at a time, as long as the RFI level is below the threshold.
BSs outside SSAZ do not share spectrum access with RAS,
thus they have more spectrum access opportunities than the
BSs within the SSAZ.
In the second phase of ﬁne tuning, we adjust Text,i for cells
within SSAZ. BSs within SSAZ, one at a frame according to
the predeﬁned order, transmit during a few beginning symbols
(duration less than initial Text,i ) of the CWC+RAS phase, and
the auxiliary receiver(s) at RAS measures RFI levels and their
propagation delays. Then {Text,i } are adjusted to be the largest
integer multiple of Tsym such that CWC transmission during
Text,i at the beginning of the CWC+RAS phase does not cause
RFI to the RAS only phase.
The above two phases of ﬁne tuning just need to be done
once at the initial deployment of the shared spectrum access.
During that time, both CWC and RAS can operate in their
respective CWC only phase and RAS only phase, thus, without
any interruption of their normal operation. Due to service
evolution, if new cell sites need to be added or the existing
cells need to be re-structured (e.g., with different coverage
zones), the ﬁne tuning task can be invoked on a demand
basis during the CWC+RAS phase. This provides a ﬂexible
coexistence between CWC and RAS while accommodating
service evolutions of CWC and RAS.
Note that backbone communication between CWC and RAS
is required for coordination but it would be infrequent and with
low data rate. Furthermore, timing synchronization is required
between CWC BSs and RAS receivers. For this, one can adopt
an existing inter-BS synchronization scheme as used in TDD
systems to avoid inter-cell interference between uplink and
downlink. In fact, the ﬁne tuning task also provides ﬁne timing
synchronization. For example, each BS can transmit known
training signal during the ﬁne tuning stage from which RAS
can obtain the combined timing offset and propagation delay
(e.g., [22]). Then RAS can provide feedback to CWC BSs
through the backbone link to adjust their transmission time.
Such ﬁne timing synchronization can be implemented on a
regular basis (e.g., once per day) or a need-basis.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we provide numerical results to analyze the
proposed shared spectrum access paradigm between CWC and
RAS. The simulation parameters are listed in Table I. Due to
limited space, we limit our numerical results to SSAZ with a
single RAS receiver and one shared band.
2 The radio astronomy station almost receives the interference through the
antenna side lobe (side lobe gain = −13 dB) [3]

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Carrier frequency (fc )
Bandwidth (BW)
Subcarrier spacing (Δf )
Symbol duration (Tsym )
Cyclic preﬁx (CP)
Subframe duration (Tsf )
Frame duration (Tf )
No. subframes / frame (nf )
No. of resource blocks / subframe
(C) 

Min. RAS duration / frame  Tmin,RAS 
Min. CWC duration / frame Tmin,CWC
Trafﬁc normalization constant (α)
Ratio of resource amounts per day
between CWC and RAS (γ)
Path loss model
RAS interferance threshold (Ith )
RAS antenna radiation pattern
BS maximum transmit power (Ptx )
BS antenna radiation pattern
Cell redius (r)

24 GHz
500 MHz
720 kHz
1.604 μs
215 ns
38.5 μs
1.694 ms
44
115


0.4235 ms nmin,RAS = 11
0.4235 ms nmin,CWC = 11
1.2
5/4
mmWave model [23]
−195 dB ITU-R RA.769-2
ITU-R SA.509-32
30 dBm
Omnidirectional
200 m

We consider the millimeter wave (mmWave) path loss
model in [23] and a total atmospherics absorption loss of 0.23
dB/km for frequency 24 GHz [24]. SSAZ is deﬁned using (1)
which yields an SSAZ with radius of 44.6 km (112 CWC
tiers surrounding the RAS receiver). This distance requires a
time duration of 148.67 μs to absorb the propagation delays
of different CWC BSs within the SSAZ. Therefore, we set
TCWC+RAS = 154 μs, i.e., nCWC+RAS = 4 subframes.
As for maximizing the average CWC throughput, Fig. 5
shows the resource allocation during each hour. The resource
amounts allocated to CWC approximately follow CWCs average trafﬁc loads. At the hours with high trafﬁc load, the
resource amounts allocated to CWC are limited by nmax,CWC .
At the hours with low trafﬁc load, the resource amounts
allocated to CWC are set to nmin,CWC to satisfy the latency
requirement. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 6, CWC experiences reduced throughput at the hours with high trafﬁc
load which is expected due to allocation of a minimum of
nmin,RAS = 11 subframes per frame to RAS.
Fig. 7 shows the average spectrum utilization per hour
deﬁned as ηk = (ρk /C + nRAS,k )/nf . As expected, the
proposed shared spectrum access yields average spectrum
utilization of about 91% which is much larger than if the
spectrum is allocated to CWC only.3
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a new paradigm of shared spectrum
access between CWC and RAS by means of the threephase spectrum access strategy. Shared spectrum access zones
(SSAZs) are established around RAS sites. CWC systems
within those zones follow the three-phase access while those
outside SSAZ have full spectrum access. Both time-division
and time-frequency division three-phase access schemes are
presented. A built-in ﬁne tuning mechanism is described for
addressing design mismatches and service evolutions. Average
3 The above results have not included additional throughput improvement
due to transmissions during Text,i which varies from BS to BS.
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Fig. 5. Adaptive resource allocation for maximizing average throughput
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Fig. 6. CWC average throughput comparison between the CWC only
allocation and the shared allocation

trafﬁc pattern based resource allocation is further developed.
The simulation results show that CWC systems within SSAZ
experience slight throughput reduction at peak trafﬁc hours
but RAS achieves substantial RFI-free spectrum access which
were infeasible in the existing paradigm. The overall spectrum
utilization is also substantially enhanced, thus illustrating high
potentials of the proposed paradigm.
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